Release Notes

Application: AFHCANsuite  
New Version: AFHCAN v8.4.2  
Release Date: 5/30/2019  
Supersedes: AFHCAN v8.4.1

New Features

Bulk Actions (8.4.2)
AFHCANweb users can now take multiple cases at once. This capability is turned off by default and can be granted to individual users via a new Bulk Actions permission.

Simple Case Search Performance Enhancements (8.4.2)
The simple case search box in the upper right corner of AFHCANweb now allows users to choose what type of data they are searching for, which provides much faster results.

Additional Performance Improvements (8.4.2)
- Inbox folder load times
- Permissions admin screen load times
- Removed Department Case Counts by Date report from production system, preferring to run it on an offline system instead due to the load it puts on the database.

PATH device instructions (8.4.1)
In AFHCANcart instructions on operation of the PATH device is now integrated into the software.
Responsive Provider Searches in Send Case and Notify Other User screens (8.4.1)
Searching for Providers is now responsive to users. Search lists are now limited to 25. When list capacity is reached, a note at the end of the list describes that the total number of matches and instructs that the user expand their search criteria to narrow results.

Movable, Scrollable Screens (8.4.1)
The windows for Send to Message Center are now able to be moved to allow viewing of the data behind. Scrolling is also enabled when the windows are not full size. Buttons on the bottom of the screens are always visible.

Send to Message Center
The To EHR button will be expanded with the ability to send a case summary to any EHR user through the EHR Message Center. The Message Center Composer has everything a user needs to send a case summary, including selecting a patient, encounter, and recipient/s, customizing the title, automatically attaching the print case summary, and adding an optional message.

Biller Workflow Error Trapping
There have been some areas uncovered where the biller workflow does not wait on a receipt of success. The Architecture has been updated to wait on a response so the user can be notified if the request did not make its final destination.

Mobile Lock Screen
The Lock Screens in AFHCANmobile previously asked users to authenticate again once they left the app. This has been updated with a 5 minute timer so users can switch between apps and not be asked to authenticate upon return within that 5 minute window.

Notify Other User Unselect User
The 8.3 user interface gave the ability to add recipients to the Remote Notification list. And in 8.4 those added recipients can be removed as well by clicking the X next to the displayed name.

500 Case Limit
Case Lists have always been limited to the first 500 results returned. Because this limitation is being hit more often, it needed some attention. In this release the user interface will pass the UI sort order to the query so better search results will be returned within the 500 limit.

Unsaved Content Warning
Previously, clicking outside of some windows (Notify other user, add comment, among others) would close the window with no warning. Now, a warning about unsaved content has been added so that entered information will not be unintentionally lost with an accidental click.
Minimum System Requirements

Server
- If upgrading, Telehealth Consult Server software v6.3 or higher
- Microsoft SQL Server 2012, 2014
- Microsoft .NET Framework 4.6.1
- Telehealth Consult Web requires Internet Explorer 10 or 11, Google Chrome, Safari on iPad, Edge with Windows 10, or Mozilla Firefox

Cart
- If upgrading, Telehealth Consult Cart software v6.3 or higher
- Microsoft Windows 7 or Microsoft Windows 8 & 8.1
- Microsoft .NET Framework 4.6.1

Mobile
- iOS 9/10/11 on iPhone & iPad
- Android Marshmallow, Nougat & Oreo

Compatibility
Server Manager and all Organizations managed by a shared Server Manager must be at the same version of Telehealth Consult if your installation utilizes AD integration. This affects the AD Mapper Tool as well as any AD scheduled tasks.

AFHCANmobile 8.4.0 is backwards compatible with earlier versions of AFHCANserver.